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Abstract. Individual teaching has been considered as the most successful
educational form since ancient times. This form still continues its existence
nowadays within intelligent systems intended to provide adapted tutoring for
each student. Although, recent research has shown that emotions can affect
student's learning, adaptation skills of tutoring systems are still imperfect due to
weak emotional intelligence. To enhance ongoing research related to the
improvement of the tutoring adaptation based on both student's knowledge and
emotional state, the paper presents an analysis of emotion recognition methods
used in recent developments. Study reveals that sensor-lite approach can serve as
a solution to problems related to emotion identification accuracy. To provide
ground-truth data for emotional state, we have explored and implemented a selfassessment method.
Keywords: Intelligent tutoring systems, Affective computing, Emotion
recognition, Self-Assessment M anikin.

1 Introduction
With the progress in the affective computing field and studies carried out in education
and psychology revealing a close relationship between emotions and human learning ,
a new generation of intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) has appeared – affective tutoring
systems (ATSs). Since teachers can evaluate students’ emotional states with a rather
high reliability on the basis of facial expressions, body language, and speech to make
changes in the teaching process , similarly, tutoring systems should be capable of
assessing students' emotions and use this information to promote their learning and
achieve better learning outcomes [1]. However, there still exists a shortage for these
systems regarding adaptation skills possessed by human -teachers, particularly, the lack
of an emotional intelligence [2]. This is mostly due to the inability of ITSs to accurately
and unobtrusively classify emotions during learning process [3].
The paper provides a review of existing ATSs summarizing their development
purposes, working principles, and architectural differences, as well as applied emotion
recognition methods in these systems are analyzed both from the developers'
perspective (regarding the implementation difficulty) and their caused inconveniences
to students. To provide ground truth for automatic emotion identification, a selfassessment method via Self-Assessment Manikin is designed and implemented.

2 Emotional Intelligence and Intelligent Tutoring Systems
ITSs are a generation of computer systems , which aim to support and improve teaching
and learning process in certain knowledge domains. ITSs simulate a human-tutor and
provide benefits of one-on-one tutoring. Such systems allow providing more natural
learning process by adapting a learning environment (content, feedback, navigation,
etc.) to the characteristics of a particular student. Adaptation is possible because of
integrated knowledge into traditional architecture, which includes a student diagnosis
module collecting and processing information about the student, a pedagogical module
responsible for implementation of the teaching process , a problem domain module able
to generate and solve problems in the problem domain , and an interface module
managing interaction among the system and the student through different input/output
devices [1].
Research in the field of ITSs in recent years has gradually shifted its emphasis from
cognitive processes to emotionally-cognitive processes [4]. Around a decade ago, ideas
from affective computing field [5] came also in the development of tutoring systems
creating so called affective tutoring systems. These changes can mostly be explained
by increasing attention paid to the relationship between emotions and learning [4].
Research results show that emotions are a significant factor in the learning process and
even can affect student's motivation and abilities to learn. Various studies demonstrate
that students experience a wide diversity of positive and negative emotions during the
learning process, e.g., anxiety, enjoyment, hope, pride, surprise, satisfaction, anger,
boredom, frustration, confusion, and shame [3,6], therefore, more attention should be
given to these emotions in the ITSs’ development process. Summarizing the available
information about ATS and their development purposes, e.g., [7,8], we define ATS as
an intelligent tutoring system that imitates human-teacher and his/her adaptation
abilities not only to student's knowledge but also to emotional state to intervene (react
accordingly) only in those situations, when emotional state can become a threat to
student's willingness to engage in learning process leaving negative impact on
knowledge acquisition and learning outcomes.
To support ATS functioning, the ITS architecture must be accompanied by
additional components . Commonly, three additional components are incorporated into
the ITS architecture to form so called affective behavior model that allows providing
appropriate responses considering both student's knowledge and emotions [8,9]. The
first component usually is responsible for the automatic identification of the student's
emotional state [10]. Emotion recognition is carried out by detecting an d analyzing
different features, e.g. facial expressions, body motion and gestures, speech,
physiological characteristics , etc., and applying various classifiers to identify student's
emotions [9,10,11]. The emotion response module or affective (behavior) pedagogical
model is often distinguished as the second component [8,12]. This component provides
reasoning on the current tutoring situation and allows for further adaption of the
tutoring process based not only on the student's current knowledge level and learning
characteristics but also on the student's emotional state [9]. By analyzing architecture
variations of different existing ATSs, an emotion expression module can be found as a
third component. This module can be referred as an extension of interface module that
allows ATS to express its own emotions via virtual tutor or pedagogical agent (PA)
with its own mood and emotions [13].

3 Related work
Regarding emotion identification, various aspects are examined, e.g., sensors used for
the acquisition of data related to emotions, methods used for emotion classification and
the most commonly modeled emotions. For this study, different ATSs are selected to
cover various taught problem domains – both from “hard” sciences, for example,
mathematics, physics, natural sciences, computer science, and “soft” sciences or
humanities, e.g. study of languages. However, it must be noted that, in general, the
majority of intelligent tutoring systems are developed for well-defined problem
domains, since more rules exist regarding task generation and solving, whereas
development of ITSs for ill-defined problem domains still remains a challenge. For this
research, existing ATSs are analyzed (see Table 1), e.g., MathSpring [14], Prime Climb
[15], Easy with Eve [16], FERMAT [17], Cognitive Tutor Algebra [14,18] and
PAT2Math [19] intended for teaching mathematics, ITSPOKE [20] and AutoTutor [6]
for physics, CRYSTAL ISLAND [21] and GuruTutor [22] for biology, Inq-ITS [23] for
natural sciences, INES [24] and MetaTutor [25] for teaching medicine and VALERIE
[26] for French language.
Determination of the student's emotional state is implemented by analyzing various
data sources providing features that can give information about student's emotional
state. Ideally, a quantitative and continuous measurement of emotional experience is
required in an objective and unobtrusive manner, e.g. analysis of interactional content
[3]. Two most commonly used feature categories for emotion identification are:
1. facial features –mostly patterns of facial appearance are extracted and analyzed, as
well as eye movement is tracked and gaze patterns are acquired indicating regions
of interest to which student is paying attention;
2. features acquired from log files –features recorded in log files and related mainly to
student's interaction with the system. Acquired features include both information
linked to the student, e.g., behavior patterns, action history, activity level, and data
characterizing his/her current tutoring situation, e.g., task history.
Besides these two most common feature categories, other characteristics are also
acquired for emotion classification, e.g. body language, physiological signals (for
example, skin conductance, heart rate, and muscle movement), speech features
(intensity, volume, duration, etc.) and usage of input devices, such as a mouse.
To perceive these features, various sensors are used. Cooper et al. [27] have grouped
these sensors in three possible categories considering the level of discomfort they cause
to the student:
1. physiological sensors –these sensors cause the greatest discomfort because they
require a contact with certain parts of the body (e.g., skin conductivity sensor, heart
rate sensor, electromyograph, etc.).
2. touch or haptic sensors –these sensors (e.g., pressure-sensitive mouse or chair)
induce less discomfort and students very often do not notice them, however, the
usage of such sensors for emotion recognition requires a student to touch them thus
limiting his/her movement freedom;
3. observational sensors – these sensors (e.g., video cameras, eye trackers, and
microphones) are not physically intrusive, however, they can distract a student's
attention and make him/her feel uncomfortable, knowing that all actions are
recorded.

Table 1. Emotion recognition in affective tutoring systems.
ATS
AutoTutor

S ensors
Video camera
Pressure
sensitive
chair

Emotional data detection and emotion classification
Posture and eye pattern extraction, analysis of log files.
Classifiers: Naïve Bayes, neural networks, logistic
regression, nearest neighbor, C4.5 decision trees.

Cognitive
Tutor
Algebra

Not used

Analysis of log files recording features related to the
student's behavior, event and activity history in the learning
process.
Classifiers: J48 decision trees, K* algorithm, step
regression, JRip, Naïve Bayes, REP-Trees.

CRYSTAL
ISLAND

Not used

Analysis of surveys, interviews and log files.
Emotions are modeled using a Dynamic Bayesian Network.

Easy
Eve

Video camera

Facial feature extraction.
Classifier: support vector machines.

FERMAT

Video camera

Extraction of facial feature points and regions of interest.
Classifiers: neural network, a fuzzy expert system.

GURU Gaze
Tutor

Eye tracker
Video camera

Eye tracking and gaze pattern extraction, analysis of log
files.
Analysis of the attention time paid to the screen.

Inq-ITS

Not used

Analysis of log files.
Classifiers: J48 decision trees, step regression, JRip.

INES

Not used

Analysis of the student’s activity level, difficulty of the task,
previous progress, number of errors, severity of the error.
Emotions are predicted by appraisal rules.

ITSPOKE

M icrophone

Extraction of acoustic-prosodic, lexical features (speech
intensity, energy, volume, duration, and pauses) and
dialogue features (e.g. the accuracy of the answer).
Semantic analysis is used for the assessment of answer
accuracy and linear regression for confidence evaluation.

MathSpring

Not used

Analysis of log files, self-assessment reports, behavior
patterns, etc.
Classifier: linear regression.

MetaTutor

Eye tracker

Extraction of gaze data features and features related to areas
of interest within system’s interface.
Classifiers: random forests, Naïve Bayes, logistic regression,
and support vector machines.

PAT2Math

Video camera

Analysis of log files and extraction of facial feature points.
Emotions are identified based on Facial Action Coding
System and psychological model of emotions (OCC model).

with

PRIME
CLIMB

Various
physiological
sensors

Determination of skin conductivity, heart rate, muscle
activity, and analysis of log files.
Biometrical data is analyzed via unsupervised clustering.

VALERIE

Video camera
M icrophone
M ouse
Phys. sensors

Determination of skin conductivity, heart rate, extraction of
facial and speech features, analysis of mouse movement.
Classifiers: nearest neighbor, discriminant function analysis,
M arquardt Back-propagation algorithm.

Besides sensor usage, emotion identification in some ATSs is based on results of
students’ filled surveys or self-assessment reports, where students report their own
feelings, emotions, or mood in a particular situation. This can be considered as
"accurate" method for the emotion acquisition, if students are aware of their emotions,
however, a possibility exists that students will consider such surveys as redundant and
not provide correct information about their emotions .
Considering the most commonly modeled student’s emotions, it must be noted that
part (although minor) of existing tutoring systems (e.g. Easy with Eve, FERMAT,
VALERIE) carry out facial expression recognition to identify so called basic emotions
(anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise) that mostly are not characteristic
for the learning process. However, it is only a small part of ATSs and in overall,
emotion modeling trends are improving and developers mainly focus on emotions that
are felt during the learning and directly influence the learning process. Therefore, most
of analyzed ATSs (e.g. AutoTutor, Cognitive Tutor Algebra I, Crystal Island, Inq-ITS,
MathSpring, and WaLLis) are aimed at learning specific emotions and are able to
determine, whether the student is, for example, concentrated (interested/in flow state),
confused, bored, frustrated, anxious , ashamed, etc.

4 Affect through Self-Assessment
Currently, a research direction regarding the emotion recognition is the analysis of log
files recording interaction between students and system, thus using so called sensorfree approach [18,23]. Mainly, a new ATS development or existing ATSs modification
using this trend can be explained by the limited availability of sensors in real learning
conditions [14]. Since sensor-free approaches do not provide very high emotion
recognition accuracy and can crucially decrease accuracy of the tutoring process
adaptation, one of the possible solutions to overcome this problem is so called sensorlite approach, which requires a (minimal) use of available sensors, e.g., (built-in) video
cameras or microphones [28]. To achieve the emotion recognition as accurate as
possible the first step is the collection of a “ground-truth” emotion data set that can be
later used for training and comparing results of automatic measurement of affect [29].
Regarding this issue, one of the most popular self-assessment methods is analyzed –
"Self-Assessment Manikin" (SAM), which can be used independently from the sensorbased approaches. This type of self-assessment allows getting students ’ feelings using
graphic representation of the three fundamental emotion dimensions, which include
Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance (PAD) [30]. After carrying out the self-assessment,
it is possible to represent all three emotion dimensions in the PAD emotion space,

where each graphic depiction can have its own value in the range of
[–1…1]. By combining values of all three PAD values, classification of emotions can
be done. Complete list of emotions and their PAD values is available in [31].
In this research, it was decided that an initial step for emotion recognition is the
implementation of SAM, which will be used as an independent method for the
acquisition of emotional data to identify students’ emotions , while they are learning
and go through various instructional activities (e.g., e.g. starting new topic, solving
tasks, receiving feedback, etc.) within the ATS. This collected data can serve as groundtruth for sensor-based emotion classification studies.
One of the existing SAM implementations is AffectButton tool, which is freely
available and can be customized and used in other research projects to acquire
emotional data from systems ’ users [32]. The AffectButton is a measurement instrument
that enables a user to give detailed emotion feedback about his/her feelings, mood, and
attitudes towards different objects . After clicking the button, three values are generated
corresponding to all PAD values. Currently, the source code of AffectButton tool is
already adapted and integrated in the environment for research requirements. However,
since this method provides only PAD values characterizing specific emotions but not
“specific” emotions, discrete emotion calculation based on acquired PAD values is
implemented as well (see Fig. 1.). For this purpose, Equation (1) is applied to determine
the distance “d” between acquired PAD values for two emotions e j and ei . The idea of
emotion calculation is borrowed from [33], where in a similar way the student’s mood
is calculated. The less is the distance value, the more similar emotions are. In total, 15
different emotions are incorporated for comparison but only the closest five based on
their PAD values are shown.

d (ei , e j )  (ePi  ePj ) 2  (eAi  eA j ) 2  (eDi  eD j ) 2

(1)

In general, this emotion self-assessment can be ensured during the whole learning
process allowing students to report about their emotional changes when they prefer to
do this or when the tutoring system itself prompts them to provide emotion selfassessment during performing particular learning activities.

Fig. 1. AffectButton and emotion calculation based on generated PAD values

Despite the possible inconveniences, which this method can cause to students
(because of extra interventions), it will allow identifying emotions during the learning
process. The next step of research will be related to the implementation of automatic
identification of emotions and comparing the system with the collected ground -truths.
This would contribute to the achievement of a higher goal of ongoing research [1] –
improved tutoring adaptation skills based on student's knowledge and emotional state.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Affective tutoring systems and their functioning principles are studied in this paper. A
more detailed analysis of adopted emotion recognition methods is carried out covering
sensors used, features acquired and methods applied for feature classification and
emotion recognition. Two most common feature categories u sed for emotion
recognition are facial features (e.g. shape of eyes, eyebrows, lips and gaze movement)
acquired from video cameras and features extracted from log files that contains saved
information about student’s behavior during the interaction with ATS, as well as
features related to tutoring situation itself.
To provide ground truth for automatic emotion identification, a self-assessment
method via Self-Assessment Manikin is designed and implemented. Based on acquired
PAD values, discrete emotion classes are calculated. However, more learning specific
emotions should be added to the list.
Future work is to develop an automatic emotion identification approach, for example
by observing facial appearance variations during learning process, in order to en sure
automatic emotion determination without direct students’ involvement.
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